# RECENT UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OF SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY
## FIRST SEMESTER LEVEL 300 (SEPT-DEC 2015)
### SCHOOL OF BUSINESS AND LEADERSHIP

#### First Semester Year 3- 2014/2015

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day/ Time</th>
<th>5:30pm – 6:10pm (1 CREDIT HR)</th>
<th>6:10pm – 6:50 pm (1 CREDIT HR)</th>
<th>6:50pm – 7:30 pm (1 CREDIT HR)</th>
<th>7:30 pm- 8:10pm (1 CREDIT HR)</th>
<th>8:10pm- 8:50pm (1 CREDIT HR)</th>
<th>8:50pm – 9:30pm (1 CREDIT HR)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Monday            | Soma 3693 Organizational Behaviour (Mgt, A/C)- Venue: **EG 003**  
Lecturer: **Mr. Alex Adom**  
SOBF 3513 Corporate Finance I (BKF)- Venue: **GF 002**  
Lecturer: **Mr. Charles Kwening**  
Soma 3773 Managerial Finance I (BBA)- Venue: **EG 001**  
Lecturer: **Mr. Felix Amponsah-Kubi**  
Mobile: |
|                   | Sics 3652 E-Commerce & E-Business (Mgt) - Venue: **LH 102**  
Lecturer: **Mr. Stephen Essel**  
SOAC 3733 Financial Reporting I (A/C)- Venue: **GF 002**  
Lecturer: **Mr. SewornuAfadzinu**  
SOBF 3552 Financial Services Accounting (BKF)- Venue: **GF 003**  
Lecturer: **Mr. Joshua Akanyonge**  
SIEC 3533 E-Commerce Marketing (BBA)- Venue: **LH 103**  
Lecturer: **Mrs. Ruth Ntumy Fletcher** |
| Tuesday           | Soma 3773 Managerial Finance I (BBA)- Venue: **GF 004**  
Lecturer: **Mr. Abraham NarteyTetteh**  
Mobile:  
SOAC 3733 Financial Reporting I (A/ C)-Venue: **GF 002**  
Lecturer: **Mr. SewornuAfadzinu**  
Mobile:  
SOBF 2512 Law Relating to Banking Services (BKF)- Venue: **GF 003**  
Lecturer: **Mr. OgochukuNweke** |
|                   | Soma 3663 Personnel Systems & Procedures (Mgt:HR) - Venue: **GF 002**  
Lecturer: **Mr. Justice Appiah**  
Soma 3623 Marketing Research (Mgt:Mktg)- Venue: **GF 004**  
Lecturer: **Dr. Nick Fobih**  
SOAC 3713 Management Accounting II (A/C)- Venue: **EG 001**  
Lecturer : **Mr. Victor Atsu**  
SOAC 4573 Taxation (BBA, BKF)- **Venue: EG 002**  
Lecturer: **Mr. Eric Agyeman Badu** |
| Wednesday         | Soma 3522 Research Methods (All)- **Dr.AppiahMarfo**  
Venue: **EG 002** |
|                   | Soma 3533Marketing Management (Mgt, BBA)- Venue: **LH 203**  
Lecturer: **Mr. Isaac Obeng**  
SOAC 3553 Leadership & Ethics in Business(A/C)- Venue: **GF 002**  
Lecturer: **Dr. Dominic Dadzie**  
SOBF 2542 Risk Management in Banking (BKF)- Venue: **GF 004**  
Lecturer: **Mr. Charles Kwening** |
| Thursday | CHAPEL | SICS 2573 Database Management Systems (Mgt, BBA)- Venue: **LH 202**  
Lecturer: Mr. Snows Quarm  
Mobile:  
SOMA 3643 Financial Management I (A/C)- **Venue: EG003**  
Lecturer: Mr. David Torson  
Mobile:  
SOMA 2533 Company and Partnership Law I (BKF)- **Venue: GF 002**  
Lecturer: Mr. Samuel OseiAttakora  
Mobile: |
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